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DISCLAIMERS

The information contained in this presentation is not intended to be, nor does it constitute, 
legal advice.  Consult your legal adviser for specific advice relating to your organization. 

Views and opinions expressed are not necessarily views held by our employers or the NILG.
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TODAY’S TOPICS

OFCCP’s Procedures to Resolve Potential Employment Discrimination

• New resolution procedures

• New definitions

• Comparison of proposed rule to final rule

• Topics still not clarified and unresolved
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DIRECTIVE 2018-01

Requires use of Predetermination Notice (PDN) when OFCCP believes contractor “has not 
provided adequate explanations to proposed discrimination findings”

Eliminates regional discretion in use of PDN

Provides contractor 15 days to rebut OFCCP’s proposed findings

Effective February 27, 2018

Signed by Director Ondray Harris
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PROPOSED RULE

Issued December 30, 2019

Comment deadline was January 29, 2020
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FINAL RULE

• Issued November 10, 2020

• Effective December 10, 2020

Amends:

Executive Order 11246 Section 503 VEVRAA
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PURPOSES OF NEW RULE

• Increase clarity and transparency for contractors
• Establish clear parameters for OFCCP resolution procedures
• Enhance the efficient enforcement of EEO laws
• Increase number of contractors subject to OFCCP evaluations
• Allow OFCCP to focus on resolving cases earlier in the compliance evaluation process
• Allow OFCCP to focus on resolving stronger cases through strategic allocation of limited 

resources
• Allow contractors and OFCCP to resolve potential violations through clear, mutual 

understanding of issues
• Provide guardrails on OFCCP’s issuance of pre-enforcement notices
• Codify use of PDN and NOV

• Legally binding (unlike Directives and Compliance Manual) and provides more 
certainty 
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RESOLUTION PROCEDURES – PROPOSED RULE

Step 1 – Predetermination Notice (PDN)

OFCCP would only issue PDN after considering:

(1) Whether the unexplained disparity is both practically and statistically significant
(2) If relevant, whether nonstatistical evidence demonstrates an intent to discriminate

If statistical evidence is not corroborated with nonstatistical evidence, 
OFCCP would only issue PDN when:

statistical evidence is significant at a confidence level of 99% or higher, 
which equates to 3 or more standard deviations or a p value of 0.01 or less
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DEFINITIONS – PROPOSED RULE

Statistical evidence means hypothesis testing, controlling for the major, measureable 
parameters and variables used by employers (including, as appropriate, other demographic 
variables, test scores, geographic variables, performance evaluations, years of experience, 
quality of experience, years of service, quality and reputation of previous employers, years of 
education, years of training, quality and reputation of credentialing institutions, etc.), related 
to the probability of outcomes occurring by chance and/or analyses reflecting statements 
concluding that a difference in employment selection rates or compensation decisions is 
statistically significant by reference to any one of these statements:
(1) The disparity is two or more times larger than its standard error (i.e., a standard deviation 
of two or more);
(2) The Z statistic has a value greater than two; or
(3) The probability value is less than 0.05.
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DEFINITIONS – PROPOSED RULE

Nonstatistical evidence may include: 
• testimony about biased statements, remarks, attitudes, or acts based upon membership 

in a protected class
• differential treatment through review of comparators, cohorts, or summary data 

reflecting differential selections, compensation and/or qualifications 
• testimony about individuals denied or given misleading or contradictory information 

about employment or compensation practices
• testimony about the extent of discretion or subjectivity involved in making employment 

decisions
• other anecdotal or supporting evidence
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RESPONDING TO PDN – PROPOSED RULE

Contractors would be required to respond in

15 calendar days
unless extended for good cause
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RESOLUTION PROCEDURES – FINAL RULE

Step 1 – Predetermination Notice (PDN)

OFCCP may not issue PDN without approval of Director or acting agency head

Requirements for PDN depend on theory of liability

Disparate treatment
Intentional discrimination based on 

protected characteristic

Disparate impact
Facially neutral employment practice has 

disproportionate impact on protected group
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PDN – DISPARATE TREATMENT – FINAL RULE

OFCCP must do 3 things:

(1) Provide quantitative evidence

(2) Demonstrate that the unexplained disparity is practically significant

(3) Provide qualitative evidence that, in combination with other evidence, supports both a 
finding of discriminatory intent by the contractor and a finding that the contractor’s 
discriminatory intent caused the disparate treatment
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DEFINITIONS – FINAL RULE

Quantitative evidence includes hypothesis testing, controlling for the major, measurable 
parameters, and variables used by the contractor (including, as appropriate, preferred 
qualifications, other demographic variables, test scores, geographic variables, performance 
evaluations, years of experience, quality of experience, years of service, quality and 
reputation of previous employers, years of education, years of training, quality and 
reputation of credentialing institutions, etc.), related to the probability of outcomes 
occurring by chance and/or analyses reflecting statements concluding that a disparity in 
employment selection rates or rates of compensation is statistically significant by reference 
to any one of these statements:
(1) The disparity is two or more times larger than its standard error (i.e., a standard deviation 
of two or more);
(2) The Z statistic has a value greater than two; or
(3) The probability value is less than 0.05. 
It also includes numerical analysis of similarly situated individuals, small groups, or other 
characteristics, demographics or outcomes where hypothesis-testing techniques are not 
used
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DEFINITIONS – FINAL RULE

Qualitative evidence includes but is not limited to: 
• testimony, interview statements, and documents about biased statements, remarks, 

attitudes, or acts based upon membership in a protected class, particularly when made 
by a decision maker involved in the action under investigation

• testimony, interview statements, and documents about individuals denied or given 
misleading or contradictory information about employment or compensation practices, in 
circumstances suggesting discriminatory treatment based on a protected characteristic 

• testimony, interview statements, and documents about the extent of discretion or 
subjectivity involved in making employment decisions, in conjunction with evidence 
suggesting the discretion or subjectivity has been used to discriminate based on a 
protected characteristic

• other anecdotal evidence relevant to determining a contractor's discriminatory or non-
discriminatory intent, the business necessity (or lack thereof) of a challenged policy or 
practice, or whether the contractor has otherwise complied with its non-discrimination 
obligations
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DEFINITIONS – FINAL RULE

Qualitative evidence (con’t)

Qualitative evidence may not be based solely on subjective inferences or the mere fact of 
supervisory discretion in employment decisions

OFCCP may also consider qualitative evidence in the form of a contractor's efforts to advance 
EEO beyond mere compliance with legal obligations in determining whether intentional 
discrimination has occurred

• Specific actions to advance EEO may be evidence that contractor did not intentionally 
discriminate

• Actions taken to correct discrimination issues identified during annual reviews of 
selection and compensation systems may also be considered
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PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE – FINAL RULE

Practical significance refers to whether an observed disparity in employment opportunities 
or outcomes reflects meaningful harm to the disfavored group

No definition of practical significance in Final Rule “because there is not a settled definition 
in the relevant academic literature and a variety of measures may be appropriate to use in 
any given case”

However, preamble to Final Rule provides specific guidance, and how OFCCP will measure 
practical significance depends on whether issue involves:

• Employment selection (hires, promotions, terminations)

• Compensation
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PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE – EMPLOYMENT SELECTION

In the employment selection context, OFCCP will ordinarily use the 
impact ratio as its measure of practical significance

This is the ratio of employee selection rates between the disfavored and favored group

If the selection rate for a disfavored group is less than 80% of the selection rate for the 
favored group, it is generally considered evidence of adverse impact

Impact Ratio of Selection Rates
> 0.9 Very Unlikely

0.8-0.9 Unlikely
0.7-0.8 Likely

< 0.7 Very Likely
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PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE – EMPLOYMENT SELECTION

Job Group

Race/Ethnic 

Group

Total 

Applications

Total 

Hires Hire Rate

Impact 

Ratio vs. 

Favored 

Group

OFCCP 

Practical 

Significance

SWE Hispanic 100 80 80% 96.0% Very Unlikely

SWE Black 80 55 69% 82.5% Unlikely

SWE Asian 60 37 62% 74.0% Likely

SWE 2 + Races 120 60 50% 60.0% Very Likely

SWE White 300 250 83% ---- ----
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PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE – IMPACT RATIO

Impact ratios < 0.8
OFCCP may consider practically significant

Impact ratios between 0.8 and 0.9
OFCCP will require strong additional supporting evidence

Impact ratios < 0.9
OFCCP will apply its discretion in determining whether to issue a PDN according to the 
strength or weakness of the evidence in particular cases

When selection rates are very small, OFCCP will utilize a 3% disparity between the selection rates of 
disfavored and favored groups as a general minimum threshold for a finding of practical significance.  
However, there may be situations with very low selection rates, such as a 4% selection rate for the favored 
group and a 1% selection rate for the disfavored group, where the odds ratio and other evidence would 
still support a finding of practical significance.
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PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE - COMPENSATION

In the compensation context, OFCCP will measure the percentage difference 
between the mean compensation of employees in the disfavored group in 
proportion to the mean compensation of employees in the favored group

Size of Compensation Disparity
< 1% Very Unlikely

1-2% Unlikely
2-5% Likely

> 5% Very Likely
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PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE – COMPENSATION

Job 

Group

Average 

Male Comp.

Average 

Female 

Comp. Difference

% Difference 

(Diff$/M$)

OFCCP 

Practical 

Significance

SWE 230,000$    228,000$ (2,000)$    -0.9% Very Unlikely

Analysts 150,000$    148,250$ (1,750)$    -1.2% Unlikely

Managers 180,000$    175,000$ (5,000)$    -2.8% Likely

Sales 78,000$       72,000$   (6,000)$    -7.7% Very Likely
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PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE – PERCENT DIFFERENCE

Compensation disparities < 1%
OFCCP will not typically issue PDN

Compensation disparities > 1%
OFCCP has discretion in determining whether to issue a PDN according to the facts and 
circumstances of individual cases

Compensation disparities < 2%
OFCCP will be unlikely to determine that practically significant unless there is additional 
strong supporting evidence

Compensation disparities >5%
OFCCP will nearly always find that a compensation disparity is practically significant if the 
agency also determines that its statistical model is sound 
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PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE – PERCENT DIFFERENCE

In rare cases, OFCCP may also apply more rigorous practical significance tests to measure the 
import of compensation disparities, such as: 

• the standardized difference between disfavored and favored groups or 
• the Type II squared semi-partial correlation

which help ensure OFCCP is applying its practical significance standard relatively uniformly 
across administrative cases
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PDN – DISPARATE TREATMENT – FINAL RULE

OFCCP may issue a PDN under a disparate treatment theory without satisfying all three 
components listed above only if:

(1) The qualitative evidence by itself is sufficient to support a preliminary finding of disparate 
treatment

(2) The evidence of disparity between a favored and disfavored group is so extraordinarily 
compelling that by itself it is sufficient to support a preliminary finding of disparate treatment 

or

(3) OFCCP provides quantitative evidence and demonstrates practical significance, and the 
contractor denied OFCCP access to sources of evidence that may be relevant to a preliminary 
finding of discriminatory intent, such as denying access to employees during a compliance 
evaluation or destroying or failing to produce records
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PDN – DISPARATE IMPACT – FINAL RULE

OFCCP must do 3 things:

(1) Provide quantitative evidence

(2) Demonstrate that the unexplained disparity is practically significant

(3) Identify the specific policy or practice causing the adverse impact (unless elements of 
process are incapable of being separated for analysis)
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CONTENTS OF PDN – FINAL RULE

• OFCCP must disclose the quantitative and qualitative evidence in sufficient detail to allow 
contractor to investigate and respond meaningfully

• If proceeding without qualitative evidence, OFCCP will disclose why issuing PDN based 
only on evidence of extraordinarily compelling disparity

• If contractor requests, OFCCP must provide model and variables used in statistical 
analysis and explanation for excluding any variable proposed by contractor

• OFCCP may withhold personally identifying information from description of qualitative 
evidence if:
• Protected by government privileges
• Would violate confidentiality or privacy protections afforded by law
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RESPONDING TO PDN – FINAL RULE

Contractors would be required to respond in

30 calendar days
unless extended for good cause
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RESOLUTION PROCEDURES – PROPOSED RULE

Step 2 – Notice of Violation (NOV)

For discrimination violations or other material violations
OFCCP would issue NOV and invite conciliation through written agreement

For discrimination violations
OFCCP would issue NOV after PDN, if contractor does not respond or provide sufficient 
response within 15 days (unless extended)
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RESOLUTION PROCEDURES – FINAL RULE

Step 2 – Notice of Violation (NOV)

OFCCP may issue a NOV alleging discrimination after approval by Director or acting agency 
head:
• If contractor does not respond, or does not sufficiently respond, to PDN
• After reviewing contractor’s response to PDN, OFCCP has evidence sufficient to support 

finding of discrimination or other material violations of EO clause

Standards for issuing NOV are same as for PDN

OFCCP will not issue NOV, but will proceed directly to Show Cause Notice for:
• Denial of access
• Failure to submit records in response to Scheduling Letter
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CONTENTS OF NOV – FINAL RULE

NOV must include the following:
• Invitation to conciliate through a written agreement
• Disclosure of the quantitative and qualitative evidence in sufficient detail to allow 

contractor to investigate allegations and meaningfully respond
• If proceeding without qualitative evidence, explanation for why OFCCP is issuing NOV 

based only on evidence of extraordinarily compelling disparity
• If contractor requests, model and variables used in statistical analysis and explanation for 

excluding any variable proposed by contractor
• OFCCP may withhold personally identifying information from description of qualitative 

evidence if:
• Protected by government privileges
• Would violate confidentiality or privacy protections afforded by law

NOV must address all relevant concerns and defenses 
raised by contractor in response to PDN
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CONCILIATION AGREEMENT – PROPOSED & FINAL 
RULES

Written conciliation agreement allowed if:
• OFCCP finds a material violation of EO clause
• Contractor is willing to correct violations or deficiencies
• OFCCP determines that settlement, rather than referral for enforcement, is appropriate

Conciliation agreement shall provide for such remedial action as is necessary to correct 
violations or deficiencies, including but not limited to:
• Back pay
• Retroactive seniority
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EXPEDITED CONCILIATION – PROPOSED RULE

Contractor may waive the PDN and NOV procedures to enter into conciliation agreement
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EXPEDITED CONCILIATION – FINAL RULE

Contractor may waive the PDN and NOV procedures to enter into conciliation agreement

OFCCP may inform contractor of expedited conciliation option, but may NOT require or insist 
that contract use expedited conciliation option
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INCREASED UNCERTAINTY

By changing the definition from “statistical analysis” to “quantitative analysis,” OFCCP has 
arguably increased uncertainty for federal contractors:  

• Now includes cohorts and descriptive statistics  

• No guidance as to how the cohorts should be constructed, the factors to be considered in 
evaluating people in the same cohort.  

• No guidance on the descriptive statistics that should be calculated.

• No guidance on how OFCCP will proceed in instances where the more rigorous statistical 
analyses suggests a finding contrary to the cohort and/or descriptive statistics findings.
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WHAT THE RULES DON’T RESOLVE – GROUPING

• Grouping of employees
• Will OFCCP default to accepting contractor’s employee groups?
• How will OFCCP decide when it will not accept contractor’s groups?
• Preferred minimum regression coverage rate (70%? 80%? Other?)

Job Group #Males #Females % Female Total

Analyst 60 57 49% 117

Consultant 56 42 43% 98

Manager 43 36 46% 79

Sr. Manager 30 24 44% 54

Director 24 12 33% 36

Vice-President 15 5 25% 20

Sr. Vice-President 12 3 20% 15

Executive Vice-President 9 1 10% 10

CEO 1 0 0% 1

Overall 250 180 42% 430
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WHAT THE RULES DON’T RESOLVE – AGGREGATION

• Aggregation
• Separate analysis for each 

employee grouping?

• Aggregate across groups with 
proper controls and interaction 
terms?

Associate Professors, ABC University

Department #Males #Females % Female Total

Accounting 10 4 29% 14

Art 5 5 50% 10

Biology 9 4 31% 13

Economics 6 3 33% 9

English 5 8 62% 13

Finance 12 6 33% 18

Geology 7 3 30% 10

History 4 3 43% 7

Mathematics 6 7 54% 13

Music 4 6 60% 10

Nursing 2 18 90% 20

Physics 8 8 50% 16

Political Science 6 3 33% 9

Social Work 3 2 40% 5

Statistics 8 7 47% 15

Theatre 5 2 29% 7

Overall 100 89 47% 189
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WHAT THE RULES DON’T RESOLVE – AGGREGATION

• How will OFCCP decide when to aggregate their analysis across different groups?  

• It recognizes the importance of small sample comparisons (cohort analyses, for example).

• What about an employer with a workforce that is comprised of multiple groups, each of 
which is too small for a regression?  

• Will OFCCP conduct a series of small-sample analyses, or will it still aggregate across 
groups even though they are not similar occupations?

• No clarification on how OFCCP defines a “small” sample size.
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WHAT THE RULES DON’T RESOLVE –TAINTED FACTORS

• Potentially Tainted Factors

• Factors that are under control of the decision-makers and are potentially biased 
themselves

• How OFCCP will determine whether a factor should or should not be included?

• Separate analysis of potentially tainted factors (e.g. hiring and promotion analysis to 
justify the use of  job level or pay grade in the model)?

Department is considering whether to further examine its methodologies, including issues 
such as variables used.  This project is outside the scope of this rulemaking.
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IDENTIFYING SPECIFIC POLICY OR PRACTICE

How will OFCCP handle the situation where there is underrepresentation of a protected 
group at the higher levels of a company?

Job Group #Males #Females % Female Total

CEO 1 0 0% 1

Executive Vice-President 9 1 10% 10

Sr. Vice-President 12 3 20% 15

Vice-President 15 5 25% 20

Director 24 10 29% 34

Sr. Manager 30 24 44% 54

Manager 43 36 46% 79

Consultant 56 42 43% 98

Analyst 60 57 49% 117

Overall 250 178 42% 428

Glass Ceiling Starts Here?
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IDENTIFYING SPECIFIC POLICY OR PRACTICE

• OFCCP has committed to identify the specific policy that has created the disparity
• hiring 
• promotions 
• terminations (voluntary and non-voluntary)
• demotions 
• transfers

In the context of the cohort analyses, OFCCP states that the relevant employee group 
analyses will generally align with how the contractor establishes specific positions and job 
groups (provided the job functions and responsibilities of particular positions are similar).
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TRANSPARENCY

OFCCP commits to provide contractors with information sufficient to recreate the agency’s 
quantitative findings.  

Other than litigation, OFCCP has generally refused to provide their software code that allows 
contractors to see every data step that was taken, and the specifics of their calculations.

Transparency for damages calculations as well as statistical models.
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OFCCP FAQS

https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ofccp/faqs/resolution-procedures

https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ofccp/faqs/resolution-procedures
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CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW ACT

CRA requires that, before a Rule can take effect, the agency must submit a report to Congress

Major rule cannot take effect until 60 days after publication in Federal Register

This was not considered a major rule, and goes into effect after 30 days

Congress may issue joint resolution of disapproval of rule issued by federal agency within 60 
days, exclusive of recess periods
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QUESTIONS?

Cara Crotty
ccrotty@constangy.com

Paul White
pwhite@resecon.com
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SAVE THE

DATE!
We hope you’ll join us at the
NILG 2021 National Conference

August 1 – August 4, 2021
Omni® Nashville Hotel
Nashville, Tennessee

https://www.nationalilg.org/2021-conference-giveaway/

Win a Complimentary 

Registration to the NILG 2021 

National Conference!

TO LEARN MORE VISIT:

2021 Conference Teaser Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekNpTabN4S0&feature=youtu.be
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SHRM PDCs: Activity 20-A6EMQ

HRCI AND SHRM PDCS


